
Efficient full-text searching

Easily access authoritative insight—only 
the CourtLink® Service lets users search 
more than 168 million U.S. federal and 
state court dockets and documents in a 
single click. Then, use post-search filters to 
quickly find the information you need for:

•	 Conducting due diligence

•	 Assessing parties that impact your case

•	 Referencing documents  
for drafting

•	 Developing case strategy

This is real law. 

This is access to the largest and most detailed collection of U.S. federal  
and state court dockets and documents available anywhere … plus dynamic 
technology that helps you excel and make your case.

Full-text Single Search

Dynamic post-search filters
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Know first and act first

In today’s competitive environment, it’s essential to grow 
your client base while also protecting your existing business 
by being  first to inform clients of new litigation.

Use CourtLink Alerts and Tracks to receive comprehensive, 
flexible notification of new and ongoing case developments 
based on your criteria and areas of interest—even when  
you’re on the go—and stay abreast of developments 
impacting your practice.

Win new business opportunities: Only CourtLink offers  
hourly Alerts for U.S. District Courts (civil) with keyword 
searching of the complaint document. Bloomberg®  
and Westlaw® do not offer this feature.

Provide exceptional client service with timely notification: 
Only CourtLink provides hourly Tracks for U.S. District  
Courts (civil). Bloomberg and Westlaw do not offer hourly  
track notification.

Be in the know … wherever you go: The CourtLink mobile  
app allows iPhone®, iPad® and Android™ users to monitor 
docket Alerts and Tracks on the go. Bloomberg and Westlaw  
do not offer mobile apps that monitor docket activity. 

Streamline your work: Only CourtLink New Event Alerts 
notify you of proceedings or documents being filed in  
cases of interest without having to track a specific docket—
Westlaw and Bloomberg do not offer this functionality.
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Be confident with access to the largest 
collection of court dockets

The CourtLink service connects you to 
jurisdictions nearby and across the country
CourtLink offers access to 1,139 state courts, compared 
to Westlaw, which only offers 1,023, and Bloomberg, 
which offers about 553 state courts.

CourtLink offers full-docket coverage of 1,139 state 
courts. Westlaw only offers full-docket coverage of 
856 state courts. Bloomberg only offers full-docket 
coverage of 386 state courts.

Comparison data based on information available as of February 2013.
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